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Abstract
Shellability has been extensively studied by many researchers since McMullen solved the
Upper Bound Theorem for convex polytopes. There are also some important notions weaker
than shellability, and in this paper we treat constructibility among these and dene a notion of
recursively dividable posets which corresponds to the notion of constructible complexes when
seeing their face posets. Also, we dene a notion of strongly constructible complexes and, cor-
respondingly, strongly dividable posets by strengthening the conditions, and prove that strongly
dividable posets are signable. This result means that strongly constructible simplicial complexes
are partitionable. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The notion of shellability introduced by Bruggesser and Mani [1] has become a
useful concept with many applications. (See [10, Chapter 8].) One of the most fa-
mous applications is the proof of the Upper Bound Theorem for convex polytopes by
McMullen [7] which used the result of Bruggesser and Mani [1] that convex polytopes
are shellable. Thus shellability is a very useful notion, but it is sometimes so strong
that it is hard to show whether the complex in interest is shellable or not. The di-
culty comes from the fact that shellability is not a topological property. It is known
that all shellable pseudomanifolds are homeomorphic to balls or spheres, but there are
non-shellable balls and nonshellable spheres. For example, the extension of the Upper
Bound Theorem for simplicial spheres could not be proved until Stanley [8] nally
solved it by using the notion of Cohen{Macaulayness which is weaker than shellabil-
ity. There are also important notions weaker than shellability, such as partitionability
and constructibility, and the study of these can lead us to the complete understanding
of shellability. Among these, we treat constructibility in this paper.
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Combinatorial properties of complexes are reected in their face posets. For exam-
ple, Bjorner and Wachs [4] showed that a complex is shellable if and only if its face
poset admits a recursive coatom ordering. Similarly, Kleinschmidt and Onn [6] showed
that a simplicial complex is partitionable if and only if its face poset is signable. These
translations into the terms of face posets make the notions tractable, so we rst seek
the condition of face posets equivalent to constructibility. For this sake, in Section 3,
we introduce the notion of recursively dividable posets and show some properties of
them. In Section 4 we dene the notion of strongly constructible complexes and that
of strongly dividable posets by strengthening the conditions, and show that strongly
dividable posets are signable, which means that strongly constructible simplicial com-
plexes are partitionable. The condition of strongly constructible complexes looks rather
strong, but it seems to be a quite natural requirement in view of its recursive nature.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we review some terminology on regular cell complexes (cf. [3,
Section 4:7]. They are called regular CW complexes in [2].) and posets.
A ball in a topological space T is a subspace 2T which is homeomorphic to the
standard d-ball, for some d. The relative interior of  is denoted by

. The boundary
@ of a ball  is  − . A regular cell complex  is a nite collection of balls  in
a Hausdor space kk= S2  such that
(i) the interiors

 partition kk (i.e., every x2kk lies in exactly one ), and
(ii) the boundary @ is a union of some members of , for all 2.
The balls  are called faces and the maximal faces are called facets. The dimension
of a regular cell complex is the maximum dimension of the facets. If every facet has
the same dimension, the complex is called pure. The boundary complex @ of  is the
complex made of all the faces in the boundary @. If all the faces are simplices, the
complex is called a simplicial complex, and if they are polytopes, it is called a polyhe-
dral complex. A polytope and the boundary of a polytope are examples of polyhedral
complexes.
Denition 2.1. An ordering F1; F2; : : : ; Fn of facets of a pure d-dimensional regular
cell complex is called a shelling if d=0, or if
(i) the boundary complex @F1 of F1 has a shelling, and




is a (d−1)-dimensional regular cell complex having
a shelling which can extend to a shelling of the boundary complex @Fj of Fj,
and a regular cell complex is called shellable if it admits a shelling.
Bruggesser and Mani [1] showed that every polytope is shellable.
A poset (partially ordered set) P is a nite set with an order relation x6y which
is reexive, transitive and antisymmetric. A chain in P is a totally ordered subset of
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P, and the length of a chain is the number of its elements minus 1. For x6y in P,
[x; y]P = fz 2P j x6z6yg is called an interval. If there is no confusion, we will omit
the subscript P. A poset is called bounded if it has a unique minimal element 0^ and a
unique maximal element 1^. A bounded poset is called graded if every maximal chain
has the same length. Every interval of a graded poset is again a graded poset. The
rank of an element x in P is the length of a maximal chain of [0^; x]P . The rank of
a graded poset P is the rank of 1^, i.e., the length of a maximal chain of P. The rank
of P is denoted by rank (P). The covering relation is denoted by x  y which means
that x6y and there is no z 2P dierent from x and y such that x6z6y. If x  y,
y is called a cover of x and x is called a cocover of y. The elements of P which are
covered by 1^ are called coatoms of P.
The face poset F() of a regular cell complex  is a poset consisting of all the
faces of  ordered by inclusion and adjoining a greatest element 1^. Note that the face
poset of a pure complex is always a graded poset with a unique maximal element 1^
and a unique minimal element 0^ =.
In the rest of this paper, by a poset we mean a graded poset.
The notion of shellable complexes is translated into the term of their face posets as
follows.
Denition 2.2 (Bjorner and Wachs [4]). An ordering a1; a2; : : : ; an of coatoms of a
poset P is called a recursive coatom ordering if rank (P)= 1, or if the following
conditions hold:
(i) If z6ai; aj in P and i<j, then there exist an index k<j and an element v2P
such that z6v  ak ; aj.
(ii) For every j, there is a recursive coatom ordering of [0^; aj] in which the coatoms
of [0^; aj] that come rst are those that are covered by some ai for i<j.
Proposition 2.3 (Bjorner [2]). A regular cell complex  is shellable if and only if its
face poset F() admits a recursive coatom ordering.
There is a weaker notion than shellability called partitionability. The notion of par-
titionable complex is dened only for simplicial complexes.
Denition 2.4. Let  be a pure simplicial complex and F() be its face poset. Then
 is called partitionable if F() − f1^g can be partitioned into intervals of the form
[ (G); G], where G is a facet and  (G) is a face of G.
The notion of partitionable complexes is also translated into the terms of their face
posets using a notion of signable posets.
Denition 2.5 (Kleinschmidt and Onn [6]). A signing of a poset P is an assignment
(x; y)2f−;+g of signs to each pair of elements x; y2P such that x  y  1^. A
coatom y is called positive under  if (x; y)=+ for all its cocovers x.
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Every upper interval [w; 1^] for each w2P inherits a signing from that of P by
restriction. A signing  is called exact if there is exactly one positive coatom in the
interval [w; 1^] (under the restricted signing) for every w2P, and a poset P is called
signable if it admits an exact signing.
Proposition 2.6 (Kleinschmidt and Onn [6]). A simplicial complex  is partitionable
if and only if its face poset F() is signable.
Another notion weaker than shellability is the notion of constructibility. The notion
of constructibility is dened only for simplicial complexes. This notion is mentioned
in [5].
Denition 2.7. A pure d-dimensional simplicial complex  is said to be constructible
if
(i)  is a simplex, or
(ii) there exist constructible subcomplexes C1 and C2 such that =C1 [C2 and that
C1 \C2 is a (d− 1)-dimensional constructible complex.
It is easy to see that shellable complexes are constructible. A polytope is constructible
because it is shellable.
In the next section, we newly introduce a notion of recursively dividable posets and
show that this notion is equivalent to the notion of constructible complexes.
3. Recursively dividable posets
Now, we dene the notion of recursively dividable posets, which is related to the
notion of constructible complexes. In what follows, we denote
I^(X )= fy2P jy6x; for some x2X g[ f1^g
for a subset X of P, i.e., I^(X ) is the order ideal generated by X and adjoining the
maximal element.
Denition 3.1. We call a poset P recursively dividable if rank (P)= 1, or if the fol-
lowing conditions hold:
(R1) For each coatom x of P, [0^; x] is recursively dividable.
(R2) If there exists more than one coatom in P, the set of coatoms can be divided
into two disjoint non-empty sets X and Y satisfying the following:
(a) I^(X ) and I^(Y ) are recursively dividable.
(b) Let Z = fz 2P j z  x; y; for some x2X and y2Yg. Then I^(Z) is recur-
sively dividable.
(c) I^(X )\ I^(Y )= I^(Z).
We call such a division a recursive division.
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It turns out that a poset admitting a recursive coatom ordering is recursively divid-
able.
Proposition 3.2. A poset which admits a recursive coatom ordering is recursively
dividable.
Proof. Let x1; x2; : : : ; xn be a recursive coatom ordering of a poset P of rank d, and
let the coatoms be divided into fx1; x2; : : : ; xn−1g and fxng. Then this division is a
recursive division of P. To see this, we use an induction on the rank of P and the
number of the coatoms. When the rank is 1, the statement is clear.
(R1) [0^; xi] admits a recursive coatom ordering and has rank d−1, so it is recursively
dividable by the induction hypothesis.
(R2) (a) I^(fx1; x2; : : : ; xn−1g) has a recursive coatom ordering x1; x2; : : : ; xn−1 and has
only n − 1 coatoms, so it is recursively dividable by the induction hypothesis.
And I^(fxng) is recursively dividable because [0^; xn] is recursively dividable as
above.
(R2) (b) Let Z = fz 2P j z  xi; xn, for some i, 16i6n − 1. Then Z is the rst part
of a recursive coatom ordering of [0^; xn] from condition (ii) of Denition 2.2.
So it is clear that I^(Z) has a recursive coatom ordering induced by that of
[0^; xn]. Since I^(Z) has rank d− 1; I^(Z) is recursively dividable by the induction
hypothesis.
(R2) (c) Let w6xi; xn, for some i, 16i<n. Then from condition (i) of
Denition 2.2, there is an element z such that w6z  xj; xn, for some j; 16j<n.
So we have I^(fx1; x2; : : : ; xn−1g)\ I^(fxng) I^(Z). On the other hand, we have
I^(Z) I^(fx1; x2; : : : ; xn−1g) and I^(Z) I^(fxng), so we conclude that I^(fx1; x2; : : : ;
xn−1g)\ I^(fxng)= I^(Z).
Now we show the relation between the notion of constructible complexes and that
of recursively dividable posets.
Proposition 3.3. A simplicial complex  is constructible if and only if its face poset
F() is recursively dividable.
Proof. We use an induction on the number of the facets and the dimension. If  has
only one facet, then  is a simplex, so it is constructible. And because a simplex is
shellable, its face poset admits a recursive coatom ordering, so F() is recursively
dividable. Hence the statement holds.
Let  be a d-dimensional constructible complex and let  have more than one facet.
Then there exist constructible subcomplexes C1 and C2 of  such that C1 [C2 =
and that C1 \C2 is a (d − 1)-dimensional constructible complex. If we divide the
coatoms of F() into fthe facets of C1g=X and fthe facets of C2g= Y , this divi-
sion will be a recursive division of F(). Here, the face posets of C1 and C2 are
I^(X ) and I^(Y ), respectively. First, condition (R1) of Denition 3.1 holds because
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each facet is a simplex. Next, by the induction hypothesis, I^(X ) and I^(Y ) are re-
cursively dividable because C1 and C2 are constructible, so condition (R2)(a) holds.
On the other hand, the face poset F(C1 \C2) of C1 \C2 consists of the elements of
fw2P jw6x; y; forsome x2X and y2Yg. But since C1 \C2 is a pure complex, any
w2F(C1 \C2) has a coatom z of F(C1 \C2) such that w6z, so F(C1 \C2)= I^(Z)
where Z = fz 2P j z  x; y; forsome x2X and y2Yg. Using the induction hypothesis,
I^(Z) becomes recursively dividable because C1 \C2 is constructible and its dimension
is smaller than . Hence condition (R2)(b) is satised. This observation also implies
that the condition (R2)(c) holds.
Conversely, if F() is recursively dividable and it has more than one coatom, the
coatoms of F() can be divided into X and Y according to a recursive division of
F(). Let C1 and C2 be the subcomplexes of  whose facets are X and Y , respec-
tively. Then clearly the face posets of C1 and C2 are I^(X ) and I^(Y ), respectively, and
C1 [C2 =. Because I^(Z)= I^(X )\ I^(Y ), where Z = fz 2P j z  x; y; for some x2X
and y2Yg, by condition (R2)(c) of Denition 3.1, we have I^(Z)=F(C1 \C2). Now
I^(X ), I^(Y ) and I^(Z) are recursively dividable, C1, C2 and C1 \C2 are constructible by
the induction hypothesis, which means that  is constructible.
The notion of constructibility is usually dened only for simplicial complexes as
Denition 2.7, but recursive dividability is dened for face posets of more general
complexes. Corresponding to this, we can naturally generalize constructibility for reg-
ular cell complexes.
Denition 3.4. A pure d-dimensional regular cell complex  is dened to be con-
structible if d=0, or if
(i)  is a complex which has only one facet and @ is constructible, or
(ii) if  has more than one facet, then
(a) each facet of  is constructible, and
(b) there exist constructible subcomplexes C1 and C2 such that =C1 [C2 and
that C1 \C2 is a (d− 1)-dimensional constructible complex.
The same proposition as Proposition 3.3 holds for this generalized constructibility.
It can be easily shown in the same way as Proposition 3.3.
Proposition 3.5. A regular cell complex  is constructible if and only if its face poset
F() is recursively dividable.
Proof. The way of the proof is same as that of Proposition 3.3, but the treatment for
the case when there is only one facet and the verication of condition (R1) is dierent.
In Proposition 3.3, the statement for these cases is satised because  is a simplex,
but here we use an induction on the dimension. If  has only one facet, then  is
constructible if and only if @ is constructible, and F() is recursively dividable if
and only if [0^; a] is recursively dividable, where a is the only one coatom of F().
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Hence the statement holds by the induction hypothesis. When there is only one facet
and the dimension is 0, the statement is clearly satised.
It is known that the barycentric subdivision of a shellable complex is again shellable
[4]. Similarly, it is easy to see from the following proposition that the barycentric
subdivision of a constructible complex is again constructible. In this proposition, the
order complex (P) of a poset P means the simplicial complex whose faces are the
chains of P. It is easy to see that (P) is constructible if and only if (P − f0^; 1^g)
is constructible, and the barycentric subdivision of a (simplicial, polyhedral, or regular
cell) complex  is combinatorially equivalent to the order complex (F()− f0^; 1^g),
where F() is the face poset of .
Proposition 3.6. The order complex of a recursively dividable poset is constructible.
Proof. We use an induction on the number of the facets and the dimension. Let us
divide the coatoms of P into X and Y according to a recursive division of P, and
let Z = fz 2P j z  x; y; for some x2X and y2Yg. Let C1 be (I^(X )), and C2 be




. We must show
that (I^(X )), (I^(Y )) and (I^(Z)) are constructible, but these conditions are satised
by the induction hypothesis because I^(X ), I^(Y ) and I^(Z) are recursively dividable.
4. Signability of strongly dividable posets
In this section, we discuss the relation between constructible complexes and parti-
tionable complexes. In what follows, we dene a notion of strongly constructible com-
plexes, which is stronger than that of constructible complexes, and show that they are
partitionable. In view of the fact that Cohen{Macaulay simplicial complexes are con-
jectured to be partitionable [9, Section 2 in Chapter III] and the fact that constructible
complexes are Cohen{Macaulay, it is very likely that constructible complexes are par-
titionable, so our partial result of this section may further be extended in the future
study.
Denition 4.1. Let  be a pure d-dimensional regular cell complex and D be an empty
set or a (d − 1)-dimensional pure subcomplex of . A pair (;D) is dened to be
strongly constructible if d=0, or if
(i)  is a complex which has only one facet and (@; ) is strongly constructible, or
(ii) exist d-dimensional subcomplexes C1 and C2 such that C1 [C2 = and satisfying,
(a) the pair (C1; D\C1) is strongly constructible,
(b) the pair (C2; (D[C1)\C2) is strongly constructible, and
(c) C1 \C2 is (d − 1)-dimensional and the pair (C1 \C2; ) is strongly con-
structible,
and  is said to be strongly constructible if (; ) is strongly constructible.
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Fig. 1. Strongly constructible complex.
Fig. 2. Division not satisfying the condition of strong constructibility.
Intuitively, the denition of strongly constructible complexes requires that the cut
end of the division must be inherited in a nice way. Fig. 1 shows the situation of the
denition. Fig. 2 is an example of a division satisfying the condition of constructibility
but not satisfying the condition of strong constructibility. It can be shown that if  is a
pseudomanifold (i.e., a d-dimensional pure simplicial complex in which every (d−1)-
face belongs to at most 2 facets), then (;D) is strongly constructible only if D is
connected. So we can see that the division in Fig. 2 does not satisfy the condition of
strong constructibility.
It is almost clear that strongly constructible complexes are constructible, and that
shellable complexes are strongly constructible.
Similarly, the notion of recursively dividable posets is strengthened into the notion
of strongly dividable posets.
Denition 4.2. Let P be a poset and W be a subset of cocovers of coatoms of P.
(W can be an empty set.) Then the pair (P;W ) is dened to be strongly dividable if
rank(P)= 1, or if the following conditions hold:
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(S1) For each coatom x of P; ([0^; x]; ) is strongly dividable.
(S2) If there exists more than one coatom in P, the set of coatoms can be divided
into two disjoint non-empty sets X and Y satisfying the conditions below. Here,
we dene Z = fz 2P j z x; y; for some x2X and y2Yg.
(a) I^(W )\ I^(X )= I^(W \ I^(X )), and the pair (I^(X ); W \ I^(X )) is strongly di-
vidable.
(b) I^(W [Z)\ I^(Y )= I^((W [Z)\ I^(Y )), and the pair (I^(Y ); (W [Z)\ I^(Y )) is
strongly dividable.
(c) (I^(Z); ) is strongly dividable.
(d) I^(X )\ I^(Y )= I^(Z).
A poset P is said to be strongly dividable if the pair (P; ) is strongly dividable. A
division of coatoms satisfying the conditions above is called a strong division.
Remark. In (S2)(b) of Denition 4.2, the condition I^(W [Z)\ I^(Y )= I^((W [Z)
\ I^(Y )) is actually redundant because this condition is always satised. But it is in-
cluded in this denition in order to simplify the argument.
Proposition 4.3. Let  be a d-dimensional pure regular cell complex and F() be its
face poset. And let D be a (d − 1)-dimensional pure subcomplex of  or an empty
set; and W be the set of elements of F() correspondent to the facets of D. Then
the pair (;D) is strongly constructible if and only if the pair (F(); W ) is strongly
dividable.
Proof. We use an induction on the number of the facets and the dimension. When 
has only one facet, (;D) is strongly constructible if and only if (@; ) is strongly
constructible. And (F(); W ) is strongly dividable if and only if ([0^; a]; )= (F(@); )
is strongly dividable, where a is the only one coatom of F(). So the statement holds
by an induction on the dimension. When the dimension is 0, the statement clearly
holds.
Let us assume that  has more than one facet and the pair (;D) is strongly con-
structible. Then there exist d-dimensional subcomplexes C1 and C2 of  satisfying the
condition of Denition 4.1. Let us divide the coatoms of F() into fthe facets of C1g
=X and fthe facets of C2g= Y . Here, the face posets of C1 and C2 are I^(X ) and
I^(Y ), respectively. Let Z = fz 2P j z x; y; for some x2X and y2Yg. Now we ver-
ify that all the conditions of Denition 4.2 hold. First, condition (S1) of Denition 4.2
holds by the induction hypothesis because each facet has a smaller dimension than .
Next, D\C1 is pure because (C1; D\C1) is strongly constructible. This fact deduce
that I^(W )\ I^(X )= I^(W \X ). And by the induction hypothesis, the pair (I^(X ); W )
is strongly dividable. So condition (S2)(a) holds. Similarly, we can verify condition
(S2)(b). On the other hand, the face poset F(C1 \C2) of C1 \C2 consists of the el-
ements of fw2P jw6x; y; for some x2X and y2Yg. But since C1 \C2 is a pure
complex because (C1 \C2; ) is strongly dividable, any w2F(C1 \C2) has a coatom z
of F(C1 \C2) such that w6z, so F(C1 \C2)= I^(Z). Hence (I^(Z); ) is also strongly
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dividable by the induction hypothesis because (C1 \C2; ) is strongly constructible,
and condition (S2)(c) holds. This fact also imply condition (S2)(d).
Conversely, let us assume that (F(); W ) is strongly dividable and there is more
than one coatom. Then the coatoms of F() can be divided into X and Y ac-
cording to a strong division of F(). Let Z = fz 2P j z x; y; for some x2X and
y2Yg. Let C1 and C2 be the subcomplexes of  whose facets are X and Y , respec-
tively. Then clearly the face posets of C1 and C2 are I^(X ) and I^(Y ), respectively,
and C1 [C2 =. Because I^(Z)= I^(X )\ I^(Y ), we have I^(Z)=F(C1 \C2). Now the
pairs (I^(X ); W \ I^(X )); (I^(Y ); (W [Z)\ I^(X )) and (I^(Z); ) are strongly dividable, it
follows that the pairs (C1; D), (C2; (D[C1)\C2) and (C1 \C2; ) are strongly con-
structible by the induction hypothesis, which means that  is strongly constructible.
Corollary 4.4. A regular cell complex  is strongly constructible if and only if its
face poset F() is strongly dividable.
Now, we prove the theorem which guarantees the signability of strongly dividable
posets.
Theorem 4.5. Strongly dividable posets are signable.
For the proof of the theorem, we need a technical lemma.
Lemma 4.6. Let Q be a poset and W be a subset of cocovers of coatoms of Q. Then
if the pair (Q;W ) is strongly dividable, there is a signing  of Q such that
(i) there is exactly one positive coatom in [w; 1^]Q if w =2 I^(W ); and
(ii) there is no positive coatom in [w; 1^]Q if w2 I^(W ).
Proof. We use an induction on the number of the coatoms. When there is only one
coatom, the following signing is the required signing:
(a; b)=
− if a2W;
+ if a =2 W:
If there is more than one coatom, let the coatoms of Q be divided into X and
Y according to a strong division of Q, and let Z = fz 2Q j z x; y; for some x2X
and y2Yg. In this division, we assume that (I^(X ); W \ I^(X )) is strongly dividable
and (I^(Y ); (W [Z)\ I^(Y )) is strongly dividable. Remark that the coatoms of [w; 1^]P
belong only to X if w2 I^(X ) and w =2 I^(Z), and that the coatoms of [w; 1^]P belong
only to Y if w2 I^(Y ) and w 62 I^(Z).
First, by using the induction hypotheses, we have a signing X for I^(X ) satisfying
that
(i) there is exactly one positive coatom in [w; 1^] I^(X ) if w 62 I^(W \ I^(X )), and
(ii) there is no positive coatom in [w; 1^] I^(X ) if w2 I^(W \ I^(X )).
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Next we need a signing Y of I^(Y ) such that
(i) there is no positive coatom in [w; 1^] I^(Y ) if w2 I^(Z), and
(ii) otherwise, satisfying the following:
(a) there is exactly one positive coatom in [w; 1^] I^(Y ) if w 62 I^(W ), and
(b) there is no positive coatom in [w; 1^] I^(Y ) if w2 I^(W ).
The existence of such a signing Y is shown by the induction hypothesis because the
condition for Y is equivalent to the following condition and because (I^(Y ); (W [Z)
\ I^(Y )) is strongly dividable.
(i) There is no positive coatom in [w; 1^] I^(Y ) if w2 (I^(Z)[ I^(W ))\ I^(Y )= I^((W [Z)
\ I^(Y )), and
(ii) otherwise there is exactly one positive coatom in [w; 1^] I^(Y ).
Let  be a signing such that
(a; b)=

X if b2X and a is its cocover;
Y if b2Y and a is its cocover:
Then we observe that this signing  is the required signing of Q. In fact,
 if w is not in I^(W ), then
{ if w is in I^(X ) and not in I^(Z), then all the coatoms of [w; 1^]Q are in X and
[w; 1^]Q has exactly one coatom from the construction of X ,
{ if w is in I^(Y ) and not in I^(Z), then all the coatoms of [w; 1^]Q are in Y and
[w; 1^]Q has exactly one coatom from the construction of Y , and
{ if w is in I^(Z)= I^(X )\ I^(Y ), then [w; 1^]Q has one positive coatom in X and no
positive coatom in Y from the construction of X and Y , so it has exactly one
positive coatom at all,
so there is exactly one positive coatom in [w; 1^]Q, and
 if w is in I^(W ), then
{ since I^(W )\ I^(X ) must be equal to I^(W \ I^(X )) by the strong dividability of
(Q;W ), if w is in I^(X ), it is also in I^(W \ I^(X )) and [w; 1^]Q has no positive
coatom by the construction of X and Y , (without assuming the strong dividabil-
ity, w can be outside of I^(W \ I^(X )) and [w; 1^]Q can have one positive coatom
in X .)
{ if w is in I^(Y ), [w; 1^]Q has no positive coatom from the construction of X and
Y ,
so there is no positive coatom in [w; 1^]Q.
Proof of Theorem 4.5. We use an induction on the number of the coatoms. If there
is only one coatom, the statement is clear.
If there is more than one coatom, let the coatoms of P be divided into X and Y
according to a strong division of P, and let Z = fz 2P j z x; y; for some x2X and
y2Yg. In this division, we assume that (I^(X ); ) is strongly dividable and (I^(Y ); Z)
is strongly dividable.
First, by the induction hypothesis, we have an exact signing X of I^(X ).
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Fig. 3. The relation among the classes of complexes and posets.
Next, we need a signing Y of I^(Y ) which satises that
(i) there is exactly one positive coatom in [w; 1^] I^(Y ) if w 62 I^(Z), and
(ii) there is no positive coatom in [w; 1^] I^(Y ) if w2 I^(Z).
The existence of such a signing Y is assured by Lemma 4.6 because (I^(Y ); Z) is
strongly dividable.
Let  be a signing such that
(a; b)=

X if b2X and a is its cocover;
Y if b2Y and a is its cocover:
Then  is an exact signing of P. In fact, if w2 I^(X ) and w 62 I^(Z), all the coatoms of
[w; 1^]P are the members of X and there exists exactly one positive coatom in [w; 1^]P
by the construction of X , and if w2 I^(Y ) and w 62 I^(Z), all the coatoms of [w; 1^]P
are the members of Y and again there is exactly one positive coatom in [w; 1^]P by the
construction of Y . If w2 I^(X )\ I^(Z)= I^(Y )\ I^(Z)= I^(Z), [w; 1^]P has one positive
coatom in X and no positive coatom in Y , so there is exactly one positive coatom in
[w; 1^]P .
Corollary 4.7. Strongly constructible simplicial complexes are partitionable.
Fig. 3 shows the known relation among the classes of complexes and posets.
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